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Vaccination Week is an annual event celebrated during the
last week of April. The goal is to strengthen immunisation
programmes in the African Region by increasing awareness
of the importance of every person’s (particularly every child
and woman) need and right to be protected from vaccinepreventable diseases.

Immunisation is a key component of primary health care and
an indisputable human right. It’s also one of the best health
investments money can buy. Vaccines are also critical to the
prevention and control of infectious-disease outbreaks. They
underpin global health security and will be a vital tool in the
battle against antimicrobial resistance.

Immunisation is a global health and development success story,
saving millions of lives every year. Vaccines reduce risks of
getting a disease by working with your body’s natural defences
to build protection. When you get a vaccine, your immune
system responds.

Yet despite tremendous progress, far too many people around
the world – including nearly 20 million infants each year
– have insufficient access to vaccines. In some countries,
progress has stalled or even reversed, and there is a real risk
that complacency will undermine past achievements. Global
vaccination coverage – the proportion of the world’s children
who receive recommended vaccines – has remained the
same over the past few years.

We now have vaccines to prevent more than 20 life-threatening
diseases, helping people of all ages live longer, healthier lives.
Immunisation currently prevents 2-3 million deaths every year
from diseases like diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, influenza and
measles.

Source: https://www.who.int/health-topics/vaccines-and-immunization#tab=tab_1
Source: https://www.afro.who.int/health-topics/immunization-and-vaccines-development/africanvaccination-week/about
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It’s also a day to celebrate the great steps that have been taken
in recent years to control the disease and help those affected
by it. If you’re a teacher, parent, or carer, World Malaria Day
is a fantastic opportunity to develop children’s knowledge of
important global issues whilst supporting a very important
cause.

Malaria is a serious tropical disease that is spread by
mosquitoes. The disease is both preventable and curable, but
without quick medical attention and treatment it can be fatal.
The disease causes severe flu-like symptoms such as high
fevers, vomiting and muscle pain. If left untreated this can
quickly develop into life-threatening conditions such as organ
failure. The disease can be fatal for anyone but most severely
affects children and pregnant women.

Malaria is a disease carried in the blood. Usually, people
get malaria after being bitten by a mosquito. Only female
mosquitoes can transmit malaria. Mosquitoes become infected
by biting a person who already has malaria. Then, when the
mosquito bites other people, they become infected with malaria.
If a pregnant woman is infected with malaria she can pass it on
to her unborn baby. People can also be infected by receiving
blood transfusions or organ donations from a person infected
with malaria.

Luckily, with the right medical equipment and precautionary
measures, the disease is highly treatable and preventable.
Thanks to the amazing work of wonderful charities around
the world the scale of devastation caused by the disease is
gradually being brought under control.
For example, in 2018, 27 countries reported fewer than 100
cases of malaria and are on track to become malaria free over
the next few years. In 2018 Uganda reported 1.5 million fewer
cases compared to the year before, and India reported 2.6
million fewer cases over the same time period.

In 2018 there was an estimated 228 million cases of malaria,
resulting in over 400,000 deaths from the disease. A large
proportion of these cases happened in sub-Saharan Africa,
however the disease is found in many counties across the
globe, with poorer areas being the worst affected.

Due to the fantastic steps that have been made in recent years
countries previously affected by the disease have been certified
to now be malaria free. Because of this, many charities and
organisations such as the World Health Organisation (WHO)
are optimistic that, with appropriate coordination and support
from international governments, a world free from Malaria is
possible.
Source: https://www.twinkl.com/event/world-malaria-day-2021
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If members claim less than a certain threshold amount
included in their Day-to-Day benefits, they can build up a RollOver benefit that they can use to pay for healthcare treatment
and medical costs. Claims paid in accordance to the Dayto-Day benefits of each benefit option, taking into account
the threshold level, will first be debited against the Roll-Over
benefit where after the normal Day-to-Day benefits will be
utilised.
At the end of April (in the following benefit year), if the
previous year’s Day-to-Day benefit claims, excluding costs
for chronic medication are less than the Roll-Over benefit
threshold amount, the remaining balance will be transferred
into the members accumulated Roll-Over benefit account.
• Members Roll-Over benefit accumulates in their name for as
long as they are members of NHP.
• A Roll-Over benefit instruction claims form for manual RollOver refunds must be completed and can be sent via fax to
061 230 465 or emailed to members@nhp.com.na.
• If members select the automated claims process, the
completed form can be sent via fax to 061 230 465 or
emailed to members@nhp.com.na.
Whilst being a member of NHP, any positive balance
accumulated in their Roll-Over benefit account can be used
to pay for:
• Routine medical costs.
• Outstanding member’s portions.
• Medical treatment normally excluded from benefits.
• Medical expenses with a valid chargeable Tariff or Nappi
Code which are usually excluded by the Fund. These
medical services must be provided by a registered
healthcare provider.
• The difference between the actual medical costs and the

NAMAF benchmark tariff for medical services covered by
the rules of the Fund.
• Medical aid contributions.
• Claims in respect of benefits for sickness conditions,
medical procedures or medicines excluded (Including
exclusions from the Optical and Dental benefits) may be
paid from a positive balance on the accumulated Roll-Over
benefit.
• Medical expenses in respect of new dependants where a
waiting period may apply.
Claims not eligible for payment from the Roll-Over benefit:
• Non-medical expenses without a valid chargeable code and
Nappi code which is not rendered by a registered healthcare
provider.
• Any medical or non-medical expenses claimed for
beneficiaries not actively registered as dependants of the
main member.
• Green Cross shoes.
• Sunglasses, whether or not prescribed by a registered
optomotrist or ophthalmologist.
Upon resignation from an employer group, the member may
elect to continue membership with the Fund, either as an
individual or as a member of another employer group, in which
case the accumulated Roll-Over benefit transfers to the new
membership without forfeiture of the accumulated benefit.

		
		

We’re about you
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There’s an unfortunate reason why happiness is often elusive
- our brains simply aren’t wired that way. Instead, our brains
have evolved to survive, to protect ourselves, to keep us safe.
Sure, we have moments of elation and periods of contentment
and bliss. But many of us are plagued with persistent negative
emotions - we are just plain stuck in the “blahs.”

Like anything else, it takes practice to cultivate ongoing
happiness. In a sense, we have to reset our baseline. It won’t
happen overnight, but here are the top 20 things you can do
every day to discover the secrets of being happier.
1. Focus on the positive
To find long-term happiness, you need to retrain your brain from
a negative mindset to a positive mindset.
Try these things:
• Spend one to two minutes looking for positives in your life.
Do this three times a day for 45 days, and your brain will
start doing it automatically.
• Choose a positive mantra for the day - something you will
repeat to yourself, such as “Today is beautiful” or “I feel
grateful for all I have.” And when things go south, take
a moment to try and see it from a positive light. Never
underestimate the importance of recognizing the silver
linings in life.
2. Celebrate little victories
Life is full of ups and downs, but in between we have a lot of
little victories that go unnoticed. Take a moment to celebrate
these small wins.
Did you check off all the things on your to-do list that you’ve
been procrastinating on? Yay! Did you finally clear out a
thousand emails that have been filling up your inbox? Woohoo!
Take pleasure in these little achievements. They add up!

3. Find your work–life balance
Work takes up a lot of our day, but it shouldn’t be the only thing
we do. It’s important to pursue activities and interests beyond
our job. Do you have a hobby? Are you spending time with
friends and loved ones? Are you getting exercise? Creating
balance in your life will reduce stress and give you other outlets
to express yourself and have fun.
4. Practice mindfulness
Mindfulness mediation works by bringing your awareness and
attention to the present moment. It’s about being nonjudgmental
and accepting how you are feeling. Practicing mindfulness
means being present, aware and curious. Accepting what we
are going through decreases stress and helps us see situations
for what they are. Through mindfulness, we can find peace and
affirmation in ourselves.
5. Be creative
You may think of artists as being moody and depressed, but
studies show that engaging in creative activities on a regular
basis actually makes you happier. Those who spend time using
their imagination and being creative have more enthusiasm
and are more likely to have feelings of long-term happiness and
well-being. Such creative activities can include writing, painting,
drawing and musical performance.
6. Accept imperfection
Many of us strive for perfection, we desire to push ourselves to
be our best. But in order to be truly happy, you must embrace
the imperfection that is part of life. Perfection is impossible, and
holding ourselves and others to these standards is futile. We will
always end up feeling let down. Accept that life is imperfect and
recognize that there is beauty and grace in that imperfection.
7. Do what you love
It’s pretty hard to maintain happiness if you hate your job.
Don’t waste the best years of your life in a joyless job, even
if it’s paying the bills. What are you interested in? What are
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you truly passionate about? Focus on building a career in an
area that motivates you and will provide you with a high level of
satisfaction, and your happiness factor will go up exponentially.

Spend some time getting to know yourself. What defines you?
What do you believe in? Who are you, underneath it all? Search
for ways to be comfortable in your own skin.

8. Spend wisely
It’s tempting to believe that the more money you have, the
happier you’ll be. But the reality is, it’s how you spend your
money that helps you feel happier. The key is to do it wisely.
Spending money on experiences - travel, dining, concerts and
so on - can make us happier because we are sharing those
experiences with others. Happiness connected to material
possessions fades, but experiences help us define our purpose
and passions in life.

15. Build meaningful relationships
Happiness, love, friendship and community go hand in hand. As
humans, we have a fundamental need to interact and connect
with others. We naturally seek our tribe - the people who will
support us, understand us and be there for us through life’s
roller-coaster ride. Without meaningful relationships, we are
lonely and isolated. We’re happier when we pursue happiness
with others.

9. Live in the moment
Our thoughts and feelings often revolve around the past or the
future. Reality is what you are experiencing in this very moment;
what you are going through right now. Sometimes we want to
escape that reality. But when we stay in the present, we are fully
engaged in our lives. Endeavor to live in the moment, and you’ll
begin to have a deeper appreciation for your life.
10. Cultivate gratitude
Find ways to cultivate gratitude on a daily basis. Giving thanks
and being grateful for all you have will make you happier and
more content. Gratitude is a thankful appreciation for what you
have received in life. Those gifts may be tangible or intangible.
When you spend time each day acknowledging all that is good
in life, you’ll see there is more good than you realize, and you’ll
find that sadness, anxiety and depression are diminished.
11. Give back
Be generous with your time and your money. Give to others
in need. Give to those you love and care for. Those who give
back have a sense of selflessness and humanitarianism. Those
who are generous in spending money on others tend to have
good health, perhaps because giving has a feel-good effect that
lowers blood pressure and stress.
12. Surprise yourself
It’s hard to feel happy if you are bored or feeling blah about life.
Part of feeling happy is feeling stimulated, interested and a little
surprised by life. So surprise yourself by setting goals outside
your comfort zone. Put yourself in new or unexpected situations.
Set goals for yourself and then work to achieve them. And
remember to enjoy the ride!
13. Listen to and engage with music
Listening to music lifts our spirits. It makes us feel better, in
part because listening to music causes our brains to release
dopamine, a neurochemical connected to pleasure and reward.
Those who engage with music through dance or through
attending concerts report high levels of happiness and a sense
of well-being.
14. You do you
One of the best things you can do to boost your happiness is
to just be yourself. That means not being dependent on the
approval of others, but accepting yourself for who you are.

16. Nothing compares to you
Stop comparing yourself to everyone around you. Most
importantly, stop comparing your things to all the things
everyone else has. Social media has a way of making us
feel like everyone else has it better than us. How often does
scrolling through your newsfeed make you feel negative
emotions? Allowing envy and resentment to take root robs us of
appreciating what we have.
17. Stop worrying
Constantly worrying about everything creates toxic anxiety,
where your mind is steeped in negative, spiraling thoughts.
Worries plague your mind and make you afraid and
apprehensive about things you often have no control over.
Sometimes we believe that if we worry enough, we can
keep bad things from happening. But the truth is, you cannot
experience joy or even contentment when you’re consumed by
worry.
18. Hang out with happy people
Ever hang out with a gloomy person and leave feeling
bummed? That’s because moods can be contagious. It turns
out that feelings can be transferred from one person to another,
and the more we share experiences with one another, the more
our emotions and behaviors become synchronized. One secret
to long-term happiness is surrounding yourself with others who
are also happy.
19. Spend time in nature
Some researchers believe that today’s ultra-wired generation
is actually suffering from a nature-deficit disorder. Studies have
shown that the more time we spend in nature, and the more
we relate to the natural world around us, the greater our sense
of happiness. Our connection to nature also plays a role in
maintaining positive mental health.
20. Reminisce over happy memories
Why do we love all things retro? Perhaps because nostalgia
makes us happy. Nostalgic feelings, or reminiscing about our
past, can help us reconnect with feelings of love and a sense
of wonder and fulfillment. Our past shapes us and defines our
identity. When we remember good times and happy memories,
we can increase our self-confidence and feel closer to those
around us.
Source: https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/315636
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The immediate effects of Covid-19 on employers
and employees cannot be underestimated, with
the mounting death toll set against a backdrop of
major job losses and a fundamental shift away from
traditional working patterns to remote working.
But several months on from the onset of the outbreak,
so much is still unknown about the long-term impact
of coronavirus. A significant number of people who
have had Covid-19 are simply not getting better, with
60,000 people in the UK thought to be experiencing
so-called ‘long Covid’ – where they have symptoms
and other side effects long after first contracting the
virus – according to NHS England. The Royal College
of General Practitioners also reports that this figure
may be an underestimate.
The spectre of long Covid, which can render people
unable to work for months, is posing a major longterm challenge for employers and employees alike,
and has prompted the NHS to spend £10m on
creating a network of long Covid clinics.
So what do we know so far about the condition,
and how should employers be preparing? People
Management speaks to HR experts, wellbeing
specialists and employment lawyers to get their
answers to key questions about long Covid and the
workplace.
What is it and how can it affect employees?
In simple terms, long Covid is where people suffer from
poor health for a long period of time after getting the virus. It
affects people in myriad ways and symptoms can vary from

breathlessness and heart problems to joint and muscle pain,
neurological problems such as lack of concentration, fever,
exhaustion and mental health issues.
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“These symptoms are physical and emotional. There is little
empirical data at this stage but, whereas usual recovery is
within two weeks, long Covid cases are reported for months,”
says Dr Karen Michell, researcher at the Institution of
Occupational Safety and Health.
Karen Matthews, a member of the LongCovidSOS campaign
group, says: “It can affect employees in different ways. Some
people are unable to work with their symptoms and have
mobility issues. Some are on reduced hours or have agreed
with their workplaces to have phased returns.” And while some
people are able to go back to work full time, “in the worst-case
scenario sufferers are now losing their jobs as they have used
up their statutory sick leave period”, she adds.
Steve Herbert, head of benefits strategy at Howden Employee
Benefits & Wellbeing, echoes the complexity of the condition,
and warns employers they should not assume they will be
unaffected. “A key point here is that such post-viral conditions
can happen regardless of age or underlying health conditions,
so potentially this could be a problem for a far larger section of
the working population than those who are threatened by the
mortality risk of Covid-19 alone,” he says.
Is it recognised as a medical condition?
The short answer is yes, but the formal process is still ongoing.
“The concept that Covid-19 infection can lead to longer-term
issues and the term ‘long Covid’ have certainly been embraced
by the medical profession, and the concept is already turning
up in the scientific literature,” says Dr John Briffa, a health and
wellness expert.
However, there isn’t yet a diagnostic code for long Covid, notes
Matthew Holder, interim head of policy and engagement at the
British Safety Council, which is already causing problems for
some employees. “We know anecdotally that employees are
struggling to get the support from their companies because they
are treating it like any other illness and deploying a procedural
approach,” he says.
“In some cases we have heard of employers putting long Covid
down as ‘fatigue’ or ‘depression’ simply because there aren’t
any other boxes in the HR system to put the symptoms in.”
In a review of evidence around long Covid, released in October
2020 by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence –
the government body responsible for creating clinical guidelines
– acknowledges a working diagnosis of the condition will
“facilitate access to much-needed support” for people with long
Covid. But a lack of consensus on a diagnostic criteria was a
“major obstacle”.

“While it is too early to give a precise definition, guidance on
reaching a working diagnosis and a code for clinical datasets is
needed,” the review says.
How can businesses manage workers with long Covid
when the symptoms are so varied?
Mike Blake, director of health and benefits at Willis Towers
Watson, says the complexity of long Covid, which presents
in a number of ways, is a challenge for employers. As such,
businesses should ensure they invest in health assessments
and consider a range of support. “You have to judge the
employee by the extent to which they are affected by this
medical condition rather than just saying it's a medical condition
and we need to treat it in this way,” he says.
And Paul Holcroft, managing director of Croner, stresses that
long Covid should be dealt with in the same way as any other
medical condition. “The important thing is not to have a blanket
approach to employees who are confirmed to have long Covid,
which means discussing with each employee to identify how
it affects them and deciding on the support that is needed to
ensure the employee can continue working well.”
Michell agrees with the need to deal with employees on a caseby-case basis. “It is not going to be possible or effective to lump
all post-Covid patients into one ‘box’ and say ‘this is what we
do’,” she says.
As well as managing absences, Lauren Harkin, partner at
Royds Withy King, says employers will also need to address
issues with employees who try to continue working with long
Covid but are unable to perform at their normal level because of
the symptoms. Organisations will need to be “as sympathetic as
possible, and accommodate temporary adjustments to working
practices such as reduced hours”, she says.
Occupational health advice is key to understanding where
adjustments at work can be made. Getting this advice is the
first thing an employer should do if they are “concerned that an
employee may have a condition that could be classified as a
disability”, says Rhian Radia, partner at Bishop & Sewell.
Holder adds it is important that employees are allowed to take
their time returning to work. “Have open conversations and don’t
put too much pressure for an employee to return too early or get
back to 'normal' hours too quickly,” he says.
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Is it likely to be classed as a disability?
Long Covid is unlikely to be classed as a disability under the
Equality Act, says Harkin. “This is because of the Equality Act’s
definition that a disability has to have a ‘long term’ negative
effect on a person’s ability to carry out day-to-day activities.
‘Long term’ means 12 months or longer.”
Radia agrees that it is too soon for long Covid to be treated as a
disability: “An employee would need to show that the condition
has or is likely to affect them for at least a year. Covid has not
been with us long enough to provide a definitive answer.”
Long Covid could become similar to chronic fatigue syndrome
and ME, says Briffa, in that it won’t automatically be viewed as a
disability, but could be if the symptoms have a significant impact
on daily life and overall functioning of the individual.
However, says Michell: “Over time it will be recognised that
workers have been left with such severe sequelae that they will
be left with disability.”

What happens if employers fail to acknowledge or support
an employee suffering from long Covid?
Failing to acknowledge or support an employee with long-Covid
symptoms could leave an employer on the wrong side of an
employment tribunal decision, warns Blake. Companies need
to invest in medical evidence and ways of supporting staff with
long-term health problems, as well as becoming more involved
in promoting healthy lifestyles, he says.
There are also other considerations employers should make.
“Employees on long-term sick leave can become more difficult
to bring back to work, especially if they feel they have not been
supported by the employer,” warns Holcroft. “Disengagement
can be a real problem with long-term sick leave, which makes it
more likely that the employee will begin to question their future
in their job.”
Herbert adds that colleagues of an ill employee will also look to
their employer for appropriate support and understanding. “A
failure to do so might damage wider workforce relations, which
in turn can harm employee engagement and productivity,” he
warns.
Published on https://www.peoplemanagement.co.uk/experts/advice/long-covid-what-employers-need-toknow
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Emergency Numbers
Evacuation/Ambulance Providers Namibia

Emergency Evacuation Provider

Main area of coverage

Emergency contact
number/s

AEMS Ambulance Services

Windhoek & surrounding areas

081 963
061 300 118

City of Windhoek Emergency Services

Windhoek & surrounding areas

061 211 111

Code Red Medical Services

Coast (Arandis, Walvis bay, Swakopmund
& Henties Bay) or as per request

085 9900
085 705 8940 (from cell)

Crisis Response

Windhoek & long distance countrywide

081 881 8181
061 303 395
083 3912

E-Med Rescue 24

All major centres

081 924
083 924
061 411 600
Toll Free 924

Emergency Assist 991

Okahandja

Toll Free 987

Lifeline Medical Rescue Cc

Okahandja

081 222 9810

Okahandja Paramedical Services

Okahandja & surrounding areas

987

Elite Emergency Rescue Services

Rehoboth

081 450 9333

Intensive Therapy Unit Ambulance Services

Eenhana & long distance countrywide

081 444 7807

International SOS Namibia

International travel only

081 129 3137

Enkehaus Private Hospital - Ambulance Service

Katima Mulilo

061 302 931 / 085 718 3525

Lifelink Emergency Services

All major centres & air ambulance
evacuation countrywide

999 (from any landline)
064 500 346

MR 24/7

Windhoek, Otjiwarongo, Tsumeb & mercy
flights countrywide

085 956
061 255 676
081 257 1810

Namibia Private Ambulance Services

Outapi, Ongwediva, Rundu, Ondangwa & long
distance countrywide

081 9696

Ohangwena Private Ambulance Services

Grootfontein, Windhoek, Katima Mulilo & Tsumeb

081 9797
081 571 2695
067 241 091

Ondangwa Ambulance Services

Ondangwa & countrywide

081 902 00
081 237 5437

Outapi Ambulance

Outapi, Oshakati & surrounding areas

065 251 022
061 251 800

Roshcare Clinic Ambulance Services

Rosh Pinah

063 274 911
063 274 918
081 161 8734

Life Employee Health Solution Namibia/ Sidadi
Clinic

Rosh Pinah

St. Gabriel Community Ambulance Trust

Coast (Arandis, Walvis Bay, Swakopund
& Henties Bay)

085 955
081 124 5999
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Aid for AIDS (AfA) Programme

Tel
Fax
Website
Walk-in assistance

Tel
Fax
Email

Postal address
Operating hours

061 285 5400
061 223 904
www.nhp.com.na
Unit 2, Demushuwa Suites
Corner of Grove and Ombika Street
Kleine Kuppe
PO Box 23064, Windhoek
Monday to Friday
07:45 - 17:00
Saturday
08:00 - 13:00

Fraud hotline - Confidential
Tel
Email

Dedicated

Head office: Windhoek

0800 647 000
fraud@medscheme.com.na

061 285 5423
061 271 674
info@afa.com.na

Oncology Disease Management Programme
Tel
Fax
Email

061 285 5422
061 277 408
oncology@nhp.com.na

Wellness
Tel

061 285 5437

Fax
Email

061 231 282
wellness@nhp.com.na

NHP emergency numbers
(Monday to Sunday until 22:00)
After hours
081 372 9910
In-hospital
081 145 8580

Windhoek: Sanlam Walk-in Centre
Tel
Email
Walk-in assistance

085 268 3400
moutonr@medscheme.com.na
Ground floor, Sanlam Centre
145 Independence Avenue

Chronic Medicine Management

Clinical risk

Get in touch

NHP Contact Details

Tel
Fax
Email

061 285 5417
061 277 408
chronicapp@nhp.com.na

Beneficiary Risk Management
Tel
Fax
Email

061 285 5417
061 277 408
nhpbrm@nhp.com.na

Swakopmund
Tel
Fax
Email
Walk-in assistance

Membership
(Applications, contributions and amendments)
Tel
061 285 5400
Fax
061 230 465
Email
members@nhp.com.na

Walvis Bay
Tel
Fax
Email
Walk-in assistance
Postal

064 205 534
064 209 959
walvis@nhp.com.na
Office No. 7, Welwitschia Hospital Centre
PO Box 653, Walvis Bay

065 221 721
061 277 412
oshakati@nhp.com.na
Medical Complex, Main Street
PO Box 23064, Windhoek

Keetmanshoop
Tel
Fax to email
Email
Walk-in assistance
Postal

063 225 141
061 277 419
keetmans@nhp.com.na
Unit 12, No. 17, Hampie Plichta Street
Desert Plaza
PO Box 1541, Keetmanshoop

exgratia@nhp.com.na

Optical

optics@nhp.com.na

Tel
Fax
Email

Oshakati
Tel
Fax to email
Email
Walk-in assistance
Postal

Ex-Gratia
Claims

Support

Branches

Postal

064 405 714
064 403 715
swakop@nhp.com.na
Office number 2
1st floor, Food Lovers Market
50 Moses Garoeb Street
PO Box 2081, Swakopmund

061 285 5400
061 223 904
claims@nhp.com.na

Hospital pre-authorisation
Tel
Fax
Email

061 285 5400
061 277 408
cases@nhp.com.na

International Travel Insurance
Tel
Fax
Email

061 285 5400
061 223 904
nhptravel@nhp.com.na

New business
Tel
Fax
Email

061 285 5407
061 231 282
newbusiness@nhp.com.na

Healthcare providers
Tel
Fax
Email

061 285 5444
061 277 404
providers@nhp.com.na

